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you that I will start as ordered to-morrow morning
with my thirty followers, for I have with me neither
guns, infantry, nor Bedouin. I will march to
Dosag, and from Dosag to Hasa, and from Hasa to
Towana, and from Towana to hell ! But I promise
that you shall not again have cause to write and ask
me why I am sitting doing nothing when I ought to
be marching to the wars/'
I was prepared for almost anything by now.
" What is this you say about the guns ? " I asked.
" The guns ? " he said. " The guns left here
seven hours ago.53
" Where did they go to ? " I asked.
" Back to Fagieh,55 he answered, " by order of
Nuri Bey.55
" Oh no ! Surely you must be mistaken,5' I
replied. " I only left Fagieh half an hour ago,
where I saw Nuri. He tried to get Zeid to order the
guns back, but Zeid refused to do so.55
" I know nothing about that,55 said Nasir. " I
only know that they left here seven hours ago.55
I then gave it up. My last ride from Fagieh to
Udhreh on the hard saddle without any padding had
done internal damage which put camel-riding out
of the question for some time, and in any case I had
had enough. Rolling myself up in some of Peake5s
blankets I went to sleep and forgot my troubles.
Having nothing better to do next morning I rode
across at a walk to watch the attack on Abu Jerdun.
I found Zeid sitting on the top of a high hill over-
looking the station, and joined him there. He was
very sympathetic when I poured out my woes to
him, but I have no doubt that he wondered in-
wardly what all the fuss was about. No Arab has
any idea of the value of time, and to ride five hun-

